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CAPs vs TAPs
Current Allocation Percentages vs Target Allocation Percentages

Instant Assessment Actual Actual % PF% PF$ Delta (Bleed) Actions (Fix)

Top Line Revenue $473,517

Materials & Subcontractors $128,827

Real Revenue $344,690 100% 100%

Profit $0 0% 10% $34,469 -$34,469 INCREASE

Owner's Pay $54,379 16% 35% $120,642 -$66,263 INCREASE

Tax $5,500 2% 15% $51,704 -$46,204 INCREASE

Operating Expenses $249,341 72% 40% $137,876 $111,465DECREASE

Cash Flow Analysis Actual Actual % PF% PF$ Delta (Bleed) Actions (Fix)

Top Line Revenue $487,892

Materials & Subcontractors $124,286

Real Revenue $363,606 100% 100%

Profit $0 0% 2% $7,272 -$7,272 INCREASE

Owner's Pay $69,108 19% 35% $127,262 -$58,154 INCREASE

Tax $7,200 2% 4% $14,544 -$7,344 INCREASE

Operating Expenses $282,626 78% 59% $214,528 $68,098DECREASE

TAPs (long)

18 Month TAPsCAPs



The most I ever paid myself was about 
$12k.  I treated the gym as 
supplemental income.  That mindset 
lead to mediocre results.
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Real Life Before and After
Jason Fernandez, CrossFit Rife http://crossfitrife.com/

Before Profit First

After Profit First

We went from 0 to 10% profit after 
expenses in less than a year.  My 
owner pay went up 500% and we 
have dedicated budgets for 
equipment, CE, marketing retail and 
I can pay taxes right now with no 
stress

Before Profit First After Profit First

I was never prepared for tax season.  I 
dreaded what I was going to owe….or 
how I was going to pay it

We ran at a loss for 5 consecutive 
years……..

There were many times I cut checks 
that I wasn’t sure were going to clear.  I 
was running my business based on 
upcoming income and not cash on 
hand.

It’s a healthy business that is more 
prepared to serve our members

We have been able to create a 
healthy business that is sustainable 
while providing an ever improving 
product that allows us to over 
deliver

It wasn’t that we didn’t have 
enough revenue before, we didn’t 
know what to do with the revenue. 
Now we do. 



If a gym owner wants to relieve 
themselves of the financial stress of 
operating a business, Profit First will help 
you get your revenue organized and 
accounted for.  It only improves your 
service to your clients and creates a 
business that serves you so you aren’t a 
slave to the thing you love.
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Real Life Before and After
Jason Fernandez, CrossFit Rife http://crossfitrife.com/

Why would a fellow box owner want Profit First?


